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Of Gods & Mortals 

Army of wild places 

This list will allow you to play the army of wild places in all its savage and wonderful forms. List designed 

by David Kay

Gods 

Mordun the bog lurker 284 points 

Q2|C4 ambusher, forester, amphibious, 
hammering blow, big  

 
 

Hern, lord of the forests 352 points 

Q2|C5 animal mastery, group fighter, combat 
master, forester, big 

 
 

Pyrossh, spirit of the flame 312 points 

Q2|C4 animal mastery, group fighter, smithy, 
shooter (medium), huge  

 
 

Setreme the storm maker 392 points 

Q2|C5 lightning, weather control, combat 
master, long move, huge  

 
 

Ishar of the baleful gaze 292 points 

Q2|C3 transfix, flying, long move, big  

 
 

Gorgu bladesharp 320 points 

Q2|C5 armoured, combat master, big  

 
 

Vayala, calmer of the storm 252 points 

Q2|C3 animal mastery, free disengage, love 
conquers all, weather control, long 
move, big  

 

Legends 

Minotaur 72 points 

Q3|C3 dashing, big 

 
 

Crag Troll 60 points 

Q3|C3 slow, shooter (short), big 

 
 

Orc battleroarer 82 points 

Q3|C3 armoured, dashing, big 

 
 

Mountaintop Giant 108 points 

Q3|C4 slow, group fighter, shooter (long), 
gargantuan 

 
 

Spider Queen 94 points 

Q3|C3 poison, ambusher, long move, huge 

 
 

Cave troll 84 points 

Q3|C3 hammering blow, big 

 
 

Dancing flame 84 points 

Q3|C3 long move, dashing 

 
   

Korlon Boneshaker 52 points 

Q3|C2 animal mastery, poison, unique 

An army with Korlon Boneshaker must take at 
least one unit of animals 
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Mortals 

Satyr revellers (OO) 21 points 

Q4|C2 forester, fanatic, drunkard 
 

Dungeon rats (CO) 11 points 

Q5|C2 animal, poison, rare (8) 
 

Hunter spiders (CO) 33 points 

Q4|C3 poison, long move, big 
 

Forest spiders (CO) 19 points 

Q4|C2 animal, poison, forester 
 

Forest goblins (OO) 13 points 

Q5|C2 forester 
 

Spider swarm (CO) 16 points 

Q5|C2 animal, poison, no retreat 
 

Orc bruisers (OO) 26 points 

Q4|C2 armoured, dashing, big 

 

Ironforge orcs (CO) 20  points 

Q4|C2 armoured 
 

Cave goblin elite (CO) 23 points 

Q4|C2 armoured, ambusher 
 

Crag dogs (OO) 23 points 

Q4|C2 animal, long move, big 
 

Kobolds (OO) 19 points 

Q4|C1 ambusher, long move 
 

Bat swarm (OO) 24 points 

Q4|C1 animal, flying, long move 
 

Cave goblins (CO) 13 points 

Q5|C2 ambusher 
 

Goblin archers (CO) 13 points 

Q5|C2 shooter (short) 

 


